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Abstract: As an important component of urban disaster prevention and mitigation systems,
the balance and equity of emergency shelter distribution can be measured based on spatial accessibility
utilizing the two-step floating catchment area (2SFCA) method. However, there are some issues in
previous studies on emergency shelter accessibility evaluated by the 2SFCA method: (1) the high
discretization of population distribution data and the travel cost being measured base on Euclidean
distance; (2) ignoring the difference between shelter and population catchment sizes. To address these
issues, we propose an improved 2SFCA method that computes the shelter and population catchments
respectively to evaluate the emergency shelter accessibility in Changchun, China. We compare the
proposed improved 2SFCA method to the original 2SFCA method. The results indicate that the
catchment size and shelter accessibility calculated by the proposed method are more realistic and
objective. The improved 2SFCA method is applicable method for evaluating the shelter accessibility
and can provide advice for the planning and management of emergency shelters in the future.

Keywords: improved two-step floating catchment area method; emergency shelter; spatial
accessibility; Changchun

1. Introduction

When the sudden disasters occur in urban areas with high population and building density,
a large number of evacuees are required to travel to the nearest emergency shelters immediately.
In order to ensure the urban resilience, one of the fundamental parts of urban disaster prevention
and mitigation systems is to construct a reasonable layout of emergency shelters [1–4]. An urban
emergency shelter is a facility where residents can be evacuated rapidly and safely when a sudden
disaster occurs, such as an earthquake or hurricane and so on, and the emergency shelters are often
built as comprehensive evacuation sites in China [5–7]. Spatial accessibility is one of the most important
indicators for measuring the equity and rationality of the spatial distribution of public facilities, such
as primary healthcare facilities and urban parks [8,9]. It is defined by utilizing a specific method
to represent the systematic relationship between the points of departure and destination with the
consideration for travel cost [8–11]. The spatial accessibility of urban emergency shelters can be utilized
to measure the balance and equity between the shelter service and population demand [12].

Over the past few decades, a considerable number of studies have been published on spatial
accessibility of public facilities, especially in primary healthcare and public green space and most
of the studies using the point-based accessibility measurements [8,9,13–15]. As shown in Table 1,
there are many kinds of the point-based accessibility measurements based on the framework built
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by Talen, et al. [16], including the container, coverage, minimum distance, travel cost and gravity
model [16,17]. The container and coverage methods measure the accessibility based on the number of
facilities within a given unit and a given distance respectively [18–20] but it is difficult to describe the
spatial variation of accessibility within these given areas. The minimal distance method [21] measures
accessibility based on Euclidean distance without considering the relationships between facilities and
the population. The travel cost methods include the cost-weighted distance method [22] and network
analysis method [23]. The disadvantages of the cost-weighted distance method are the subjectivity
and disregard for the impact of population distribution on spatial accessibility. The network analysis
method is more realistic in terms of the travel process between facilities and the population [23,24]
but it cannot describe the relationships between facility supplies and the demands of population.
The gravity model is an accessibility measure based on the spatial interaction theory, and the spatial
accessibility calculated by this model is proportional to the facility size and inversely proportional
to the travel cost [16,17,25]. Two important variations of gravity model are the Huff model and the
two-step floating catchment area (2SFCA) method but the Huff model considers the distance resistance
and the supply capacity of facility while ignoring the impact of the demands of population [17,25,26].
The gravity model and 2SFCA method both evaluate accessibility by integrating the impact of the
facility supplies, the population demands and the distance between the supply and demand points.
The difference between the two methods is in their characterization of distance decay. The gravity
model employs a continuous distance decay function without limiting the effective service radius
of facility, which results in an overly smoothed accessibility distribution [25]. The 2SFCA method
describes the distance decay effect in a dichotomous manner, namely, people outside the service radius
area have no access to the supply facility [27]. In a word, the 2SFCA method is a comprehensive
and flexible method for measuring the spatial accessibility and offers the potential for the various
extensions in different studies [17,28].

Table 1. The categories of the accessibility measurements.1

Accessibility Measurement Definition

Container The number of facilities within a given spatial unit (e.g., census tract, political
district, or municipal boundary) [18].

Coverage The number of facilities within a certain distance from a demand point (it is
sometimes described as the cumulative opportunity method) [19,20].

Minimum distance The distance between a demand point and the nearest facility [21].

Travel cost The average distance (cost) between a demand point and all related facilities [22,23].

Gravity Model An index computed by sum of facilities (weighted by their size or other properties)
and adjusted by the effect of distance decay [16,25].

1 The categories are based on the accessibility framework which is constructed by Talen, et al. [16] and widely
applied in the studies on the spatial accessibility [13,28].

The 2SFCA method has been widely applied in studies on the spatial accessibility of public
service facilities and various extensions of the 2SFCA method have been proposed. These extensions
can be divided into four classes [17]: the extensions improving the distance decay function [29–31],
competition effect of supply and demand [32,33], measurement of travel cost [28,34] and calculation
of catchment sizes [35,36]. However, there have been relatively fewer studies on shelter accessibility
based on the 2SFCA method [37,38]. These studies have various problems and limitations. First,
the visualization of census data based on the point features can lead to the discretization of population
distribution and inaccurate results for accessibility. In previous studies, most of the census data
considered were street or block scale data visualized into the point elements, so that the methods based
on these data would ignore the shape properties of street/block units and result in large errors of
accessibility [34,37–39]. Second, most studies on the shelter accessibility being calculated by the 2SFCA
method measure the travel cost based on Euclidean distance instead of real path distance [39–41].
Although various modifications of the 2SFCA method focus on travel cost in studies on green space
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and primary health care [28,34,42], it is necessary to improve the travel cost measure for the 2SFCA
method in evacuation scenario. Third, previous studies based on the 2SFCA method utilize a fixed
catchment size, which is constant for all the demand populations and supply facilities [27]. To address
this issue, some researchers have proposed various extensions of the 2SFCA method to optimize the
calculation of catchment sizes, such as the variable 2SFCA (V2SFCA) method, nearest neighbor 2SFCA
(NN2SFCA) method and so on [17,35,36,43,44]. Jamtsho, et al. [36] defined the demand population
searching for health care services based on the recent hospitals in the nearest neighbor 2SFCA method.
McGrail, et al. [43] introduced the five-level dynamic catchment sizes computed by the demand
population in the dynamic 2SFCA method. Luo and Whippo [35] proposed a variable 2SFCA method
to increase the catchment size until the population demand and supply-demand ratio reached their
respective thresholds. The dynamic 2SFCA method and variable 2SFCA method are both somewhat
subjective and ignore the effects of supply capacity on facility catchment size. The enhanced 2SFCA
method proposed by the Ni, et al. [44] defined the catchment area by considering the influence of
supply capacity and the intersection contradiction between supply and demand catchments. However,
the extensions of the 2SFCA method focusing on catchment size mainly concentrated on primary
health care, while relatively little research has been conducted on the optimization of catchment size
for measuring the shelter accessibility. Zhou, et al. [41] computed shelter catchment size based on the
theoretical service radius and population data but their hierarchical catchment sizes were relatively
subjective. Additionally, the catchment sizes of the population and emergency shelter are often defined
the same in the studies on shelter accessibility being evaluated by the 2SFCA method [37,38,41,45].
However, in reality, the evacuation distance of evacuee population is different from the service radius
of shelters [41,45]. Therefore, ignoring the difference between shelter and population catchment sizes
will lead to inaccurate accessibility results of emergency shelters. In summary, it is necessary to
devote further attention to improving the calculation of catchment sizes in studies on emergency
shelter accessibility.

This paper proposes an improved 2SFCA method for evaluating the accessibility of emergency
shelters in Changchun, China. The proposed method not only addresses the problems of
highly-discretized population data and travel cost measurement but also improves the calculation
of catchment sizes in a practical manner by considering the differences between the supply shelter
and demand population catchments. Section 2 details the optimization of the 2SFCA method, as well
as the parameter settings and procedure of the improved 2SFCA method. Section 3 introduces the
study area and data sources. Section 4 compares and analyzes the differences in the results computed
by the original 2SFCA [25] and improved 2SFCA methods. Section 5 discusses the availability and
contributions of the proposed method, as well as some problems that require further study. Finally,
Section 6 summarizes our main conclusions and discusses the application significance of this paper.

2. An Improved 2SFCA Method Evaluating Shelter Accessibility

2.1. Optimizing the Assumptions in the Method

In order to implement a more appropriate model for evaluating shelter accessibility, we improve
the original 2SFCA method [25] by optimizing the assumptions in the model. First, we assume that the
population point is the geometric center of each grid of high-resolution population raster data, which
can ameliorate the high discretization and low accuracy of the population data utilized in previous
studies [37–39]. Second, we utilize the network analysis method [23] in the improved 2SFCA method
for measuring travel cost based on the walking distance in the evacuation scenario, due to the other
modes of transportation would be congested and destroyed [2,4]. Third, we define the catchment size
of emergency shelter based on the facility capacity and nearby population, which solves the problem of
fixed and subjective shelter catchment in previous studies [37,38]. We assume that the most reasonable
catchment size for an emergency shelter can be identified as the point when the number of evacuees in
the shelter catchment area matches the shelter capacity. Third, considering the differences between
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shelter and population catchments, we define the population catchment size as the walking distance
from the population location to the second-nearest shelter [12,41]. Because McGrail, et al. [46] pointed
that the population would not access all the service facilities, using a fixed catchment size for demand
population points will lead to measurement bias [36]. Furthermore, the evacuees would prefer to
travel to the nearest emergency shelters when a disaster suddenly occurs in actual situations but the
nearest facility may already be occupied by other evacuees [36,45]. And in the case of a no-notice
evacuation, where a disaster occurs without prior notice (e.g., explosion, terrorist attack), people may
not be able to identify and move to the nearest shelter [47]. For this reason, we compute the catchment
size of population as the walking distance from the second-nearest shelter.

2.2. Optimization of the Proposed Method

To address the problems in the 2SFCA method as applied to shelter accessibility, we present
an improved 2SFCA method, that mainly focuses on improving the calculation of catchment sizes
(Figure 1). The improved 2SFCA method is implemented in four main steps:

Step 1: The first step is to identify the service facility catchment. For each shelter location j, search
all population location points within a predefined initial search radius d0 and count the total evacuee
population. If the total evacuee population is greater than or equal to the population capacity of
shelter location j, then the search radius d0 is the catchment size (Cj) of shelter point j. Otherwise,
the search radius d0 is incremented by a small amount ∆d and the process is repeated until the total
evacuee population within the new catchment size reaches the population capacity of shelter location j.
The new catchment size (Cj) is then saved for the shelter location j.

Step 2: The second step is to calculate the demand population catchment. For each population
location i, find the second-nearest shelter and identify the minimum walking distance between the
second-nearest shelter and population location i. Save the walking distance to the second-nearest
shelter as the catchment size (Ci) for population location i.
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Step 3: The third step is to calculate the supply-demand ratio of the shelters. For each shelter
location j, search all population locations (k) within the shelter catchment area (Cj). Then, compute
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the supply-demand ratio (Rj) based on the shelter population capacity (Sj) and the sum of evacuee
population (Pk) weighted by the distance decay function G(dkj, Cj).

Rj =
Sj

∑k∈{dkj≤Cj} G
(

dkj, Cj

)
Pk

(1)

where Rj is the supply-demand ratio of shelter location j, which represents the service ability of the
shelter; dkj is the walking distance between shelter location j and population location k; G(dkj, Cj) is
the Gaussian function, which is a continuous function with the advantages of having the smaller
rates of decay in the near and far distance areas and the larger rates of decay in the middle-distance
areas [17]. The Gaussian function has been widely applied in evaluating the shelter accessibility,
because it is relatively practical for the spatial accessibility compared with other distance decay
functions [14,17,31,44].
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Step 4: The fourth step is to calculate the shelter accessibility. For each population location point i,
search all shelter locations (l) within the population catchment area (Ci) calculated in Step 2. Then,
compute the shelter accessibility (Ai) by summing the supply-demand ratios (Rl) derived in Step 3,
which are weighted by the distance decay function G(dil, Ci).

Ai = ∑l∈{dil≤Ci}
G(dil , Ci)Rl (3)

where Ai is the shelter accessibility of population location i, which represents the effective number
of shelter seats available for each evacuee; dil is the minimum walking distance between population
location i and shelter location l; G(dil, Ci) is the aforementioned Gaussian function.

2.3. Parameters Settings and Calculations

According to the Code for Design of Disasters Mitigation Emergency Congregate Shelter (China),
the minimum service radius (catchment size) for an emergency shelter is 500 meters (m) and the
maximum catchment size is 10 kilometers (km) [7]. In Step 1, the initial value d0 and increment value
∆d of the shelter catchment size are 500 m and 200 m respectively. According to the Standard for
Urban Planning on Earthquake Resistance and Hazardous Prevention (China), the maximum of walking
time for the evacuee is one hour and the walking speed is 50 m/min [48]. Therefore, the evacuation
distance (catchment size) threshold for an evacuee is 3 km, which means the total number of the
walking distance threshold for the evacuee population [45]. Besides, the catchment sizes of the shelter
and population are both 2 km in the original 2SFCA method, which has been commonly defined in
previous studies [41,45,48]. The walking distance and catchment area in this paper are calculated by
the network analysis method in the ArcGIS 10.2 platform.

3. Case Study

3.1. Study Area

To demonstrate the advantages of the improved 2SFCA method, we applied it to measure the
spatial accessibility of emergency shelters in Changchun, China. Changchun is the capital of Jilin
Province. Because of the high-density populations in the urban area of Changchun, it was necessary
to build a balanced and reasonable shelter layout to accommodate a large number of evacuees when
the sudden disaster occurs. Therefore, we defined the study area as the urban area of Changchun
with a total area of 1324.22 km2, including nine districts such as Chaoyang and Nanguan (Figure 2).
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Because the shelters outside the study area are likely to shelter a portion of the evacuee population,
the emergency shelters surrounding the study area were also considered as the research targets.Sustainability 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  6 of 16 
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Figure 2. Location of the study area and the spatial distribution of population and emergency shelters
in Changchun.

3.2. Study Datasets

The distribution data of emergency shelters in Changchun (Figure 2) were visually interpreted by
the Google Earth image in 2016, based on 47 public shelters announced by the Seismological Bureau
of Changchun (http://ccdzj.changchun.gov.cn). The data include the shelters surrounding the study
area, which would provide service for the evacuee. The shelter facilities include parks, public squares,
large parking lots, large stadiums, school playgrounds and open green space in communities or streets,
excluding the water areas. The population capacity of each shelter was calculated by the effective
shelter area requirements in Table 2 with the consideration for the storage area required for emergency
relief materials (30 m2 per thousand people) [7,49]. Finally, we converted the shelter polygon data into
geometric center point data with the attributes of population capacity and area size, to apply those
data to the evaluation of shelter accessibility.

Table 2. Classification and statistics of hierarchical emergency shelters [7].

Level of Emergency Shelter Effective Shelter Area 1 (hm2)
Per-Capita Effective

Shelter Area (m2/person)

Emergency Evacuation and Embarkation Shelter <0.2 0.5
Resident Emergency Congregate Shelter (short-term) 0.2~1.0 2.0
Resident Emergency Congregate Shelter (mid-term) 1.0~5.0 3.0
Resident Emergency Congregate Shelter (long-term) 5.0~20.0 4.5

Central Emergency Congregate Shelter ≥20.0 ≥5.0
1 Excluding the area occupied by emergency functions, such as emergency command post, medical and health care
facilities, material storage and professional disaster relief workers, the area for sheltering evacuees and setting up
emergency facilities within emergency shelters is the effective shelter area. The emergency shelters are classified by
their effective shelter area [49].

http://ccdzj.changchun.gov.cn
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The data regarding administrative divisions in the urban area of Changchun came from “The overall
urban planning of Changchun (2010–2020).” The population distribution data are spatial raster data
from 2015 provided by the Global Human Settlement (EU) [50], expressed as the number of people
per cell (Figure 2). The data are disaggregated from the census data into 250 m × 250 m grid cells
based on the distribution and density of built-up as mapped in the Global Human Settlement Layer
(GHSL) [50]. We assume that the population in each grid is uniformly distributed and set the
geometric center of each grid as the demand population point. Depending on relevant policies
and regulations [7,51], the emergency evacuation and embarkation shelter should accommodate all
permanent resident population within the catchment area, and the resident emergency congregate
shelter should accommodate 30% of the permanent resident population. We estimated the evacuee
population around each shelter based on the above requirements. Finally, the road data were visually
interpreted based on the Google Earth image from 2016 and then fixed their topology errors when
building the network dataset in the network analysis method (Figure 3).
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4. Results

We now compare the results of the improved 2SFCA method and original 2SFCA method [25]
to identify which method is more objective and reasonable. The population data used in the original
2SFCA method were also 250 m × 250 m grid data. Because the improved 2SFCA method proposed
in this paper mainly improves the calculation of catchment sizes, we first compared the shelter
and population catchment size results in both methods and identified the differences in shelter
supply-demand ratios and shelter accessibility results in those two methods. Finally, we confirmed
that the improved 2SFCA method is more appropriate for evaluating shelter accessibility.

The results presented in Figures 4–6 were classified by the geometrical interval classification
method in the ArcGIS 10.2 platform, which is specifically designed for the continuous data.
This classification method strikes a balance between highlighting changes in middle values and
extreme values to produce classification results that are visually clear and attractive. Because there
are small areas of maximal accessibility values in the original 2SFCA method, the shelter accessibility
results in Figure 7 were classified by the quantile classification method in order to reveal more
straightforward and clear classification result graphs.
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4.1. Results of Catchment Sizes

The original 2SFCA method with fixed catchment sizes would cause more errors of the catchment
sizes of shelters in the thinly-populated suburb and densely-populated downtown areas. Figure 4a
shows that the differences in the shelter catchment sizes between the two methods gradually increases
from the downtown areas to suburbs. The catchment sizes of shelters in downtown calculated by the
improved 2SFCA method are generally smaller than those calculated by the original 2SFCA method
and this trend is reversed when shelters are located in suburbs. As shown in Figure 4b, for the improved
2SFCA method, the catchment sizes of shelters in downtown areas are smaller and those in suburbs are
larger. This is because these values are calculated based on shelter capacity and surrounding evacuee
populations. In the real world, a shelter would accommodate nearby evacuees first [38,45] and there is
a larger evacuee population in downtown areas (Figure 1), meaning the catchment sizes of shelters in
downtown areas should be smaller. Therefore, the results of shelter catchment sizes in the improved
2SFCA method are closer to reality compared to those in the original 2SFCA method, meaning the
proposed method is more objective and accurate.
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The original 2SFCA method would lead to the larger bias of catchment sizes of population
locations in the areas near or far from the shelters. As apparent in Figure 5a, the catchment sizes of
populations near shelters in the improved 2SFCA method are smaller than those in the original 2SFCA
method and this trend is reversed for the catchment sizes of populations far from shelters. Besides,
the differences in population catchment sizes between the two methods gradually increase with the
distance from the shelter centers within the catchment thresholds, and the population catchment sizes
in the improved 2SFCA method increase gradually with distance from the shelter centers (Figure 5b).
In reality, there are more shelters in the downtown areas of Changchun, where evacuees would be
provided with sufficient service from nearby shelters. Because the evacuees prefer to travel to the
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nearest shelter, the catchment sizes of populations near shelters should be smaller. Furthermore, there
are values of zero in suburbs (Figure 5b) due to the population in suburbs with fewer shelters could
be searched for shelter services. In the improved 2SFCA method, the population catchment size is
proportional to the walking distance between the population location and its second-nearest shelter,
which better represents the actual situation. In a word, the fixed catchment sizes in the original 2SFCA
method are illogical and incorrect and those computed by the improved 2SFCA method are more
realistic and objective.Sustainability 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  9 of 16 
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4.2. Results of Shelter Supply-Demand Ratios

Figure 6a illustrates that the original 2SFCA method tends to overestimate the supply-demand
ratios of shelters in downtown areas and underestimate those of shelters in suburbs. Most of the
difference results are negative values for downtown areas and positive values for suburbs (Figure 6a).
The supply-demand ratios of shelters in suburbs are smaller than those of shelters in downtown
areas in both methods (Figure 6b,c). Additionally, the differences in supply-demand ratios increase
gradually from downtown areas to suburbs and the absolute values of differences are larger in the
city center and suburbs (Figure 6a). This indicates that the original 2SFCA method can produce large
errors in supply-demand ratios for the areas with high-density or low-density populations. Because
supply-demand ratios are influenced by shelter capacity and evacuee population in the real world,
the shelter catchment sizes in the improved 2SFCA method are more realistic (Figure 4). Therefore,
the supply-demand ratio results in the proposed method are more accurate and consistent with the
actual situation.
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4.3. Results of Shelter Accessibility

The original 2SFCA method tends to underestimate shelter accessibility at the junction between
downtown areas and suburbs (Figure 7a). There are no obvious distribution characteristics for shelter
accessibility in the improved 2SFCA method (Figure 7b), whereas the shelter accessibility computed by
the original 2SFCA method decreases gradually from the downtown areas to the suburbs (Figure 7c).
In reality, the shelter accessibility is proportional to shelter capacity and evacuee population. Therefore,
the accessibility should be relatively large at the junction between downtown areas and suburbs
(Figure 7a), where there are relatively fewer populations and sufficient shelters. Moreover, there
should be large values for shelter accessibility in the Jingyuetan National Forest Park, which has a
large capacity and is located in the southeast corner of the Jingyue District with a relatively small
population. However, the low-density roads in this (Figure 3) would result in difficult access to the
emergency shelter (Figure 7b). Therefore, the shelter accessibility measured by the improved 2SFCA
method (Figure 7b) is closer to reality.

In addition, Figure 7a indicates that the original 2SFCA method overestimates the shelter
accessibility of populations in downtown areas, especially in densely-populated downtown areas.
As shown in Figure 7a, most of the accessibility differences in the downtown areas are negative values
and are larger than the differences in suburbs. There are two main reasons for this phenomenon. First,
the original 2SFCA method tends to overestimate the supply-demand ratios of shelters in downtown
areas (Figure 6), which eventually leads to overestimating the shelter accessibility in downtown areas.
Second, in downtown areas, the population catchment sizes in the improved 2SFCA method are
smaller than those in the original 2SFCA method (Figure 5a), which results in fewer shelters providing
service for population locations and smaller shelter accessibility values in downtown areas. Because
the population catchment sizes in the improved 2SFCA method (Figure 5b) are more realistic and
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objective, the shelter accessibility values in the improved 2SFCA method are more realistic and accurate
compared to those in the original 2SFCA method.Sustainability 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 16 
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5. Discussion

5.1. Strengths of the Improved 2SFCA Method

In previous studies on the shelter accessibility as evaluated by the 2SFCA method, it has been
found that the problems of the highly-discretized population data and the travel cost measurement,
especially ignoring the differences between shelter and population catchments [27,37,39,41]. This paper
proposed the improved 2SFCA method to address the above problems. In addition to applying the
high-resolution population grid data and the network analysis method, the improved 2SFCA method
also improves the calculation of shelter and population catchment sizes in a realistic manner. As shown
in Table 3, the standard deviation of the shelter accessibility results in the original 2SFCA method is
larger than that of the results in the improved 2SFCA method. However, a simple standard deviation
cannot illustrate the dispersion degree of shelter accessibility results because the large difference in
average values between the two methods. Therefore, we analyzed the variation coefficient to describe
the dispersion degree of the shelter accessibility results. It is obvious that the variation coefficient of
the shelter accessibility results in the improved 2SFCA method is greater than that of the results in the
original 2SFCA method, which indicates that the shelter accessibility results calculated by the former
method are more discrete and diverse than those calculated by the latter method. This confirms that
the improved 2SFCA method can better separate and distinguish the accessibility data.
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Table 3. Statistics of shelter accessibility in the improved 2SFCA method and original 2SFCA method.

Method Minimum Maximum Average Standard Deviation Variable Coefficient

Improved 2SFCA 0 6.545 0.195 0.361 185.128%
Original 2SFCA 0 437.713 14.282 15.197 106.407%

Another advantage of the improved 2SFCA method is the utilization of high-resolution
population grid data, which decreases the errors caused by ignoring the geometry attributes of street
census data [34,39] and improves visualization methods for evacuee populations. Unlike previous
studies [41,45], this study applied the network analysis method to optimize the measurement of travel
cost in evacuation scenarios. Above all, the most significant contribution of the improved 2SFCA
method is the ability to identify different supply and demand catchment sizes in a realistic manner.
Several previous studies on shelter accessibility have explored the calculation of catchment sizes in
the 2SFCA method but these studies have not considered the differences between the shelter and
population catchments [37,38,45,52]. The improved 2SFCA method calculates shelter catchments
according to shelter capacities and surrounding evacuee populations and computes population
catchments based on the walking distance from the second-nearest shelter, which fully considers
the differences between shelter and population catchments. Compared to the fixed catchment sizes in
the original 2SFCA method, the results of shelter and population catchments in the improved 2SFCA
method are more realistic and objective, which lead to the more realistic and accurate results for
shelter accessibility. Hence, the improved 2SFCA method is a reasonable and appropriate method for
evaluating shelter accessibility in urban areas.

5.2. Possibilities for Prospective Research

It is worth emphasizing that the improved 2SFCA method constitutes a supplemental case study
on optimizing the calculation of catchment sizes, which is appropriate for the evaluation of emergency
accessibility in cities and urban areas. However, there are still some issues that could be studied further.
First, there are various extensions of the 2SFCA method for calculating health care accessibility by
optimizing the distance-decay function [29–31] or competition effect of supply and demand [32,33],
such as the 2SFCA method based on distance-decay [29] and 3SFCA method [32]. Although the
method proposed in this paper applies the Gaussian equation to describe distance decay, it needs to be
further studied on how to identify the proper distance-decay function and the competition effect of
supply and demand for shelter accessibility. Second, the travel cost could be determined based on the
travel routes and walking speeds of various types of evacuees, meaning the travel cost computed based
on a fixed speed is not optimal [39,44]. Third, ignoring the shape attributes of emergency shelters can
lead to errors in accessibility results. If the entrances of shelter and their weight values were made
available, the accessibility results could be evaluated more accurate [45]. Therefore, it is necessary to
pay more attention to research on improving other aspects of the 2SFCA method for evaluating the
shelter accessibility, such as the travel cost measurement and distance decay function. Additionally,
future studies should obtain the data regarding shelter entrances and the walking speeds of various
types of evacuees, such as the elderly or handicapped, in order to integrate the influence of various
factors in evaluating the shelter accessibility.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we reviewed studies on measuring emergency shelter accessibility and found
advantages and limitations to evaluating shelter accessibility utilizing the 2SFCA method. In order to
handle various issues in previous studies, we proposed an improved 2SFCA method that optimizes
the catchment sizes of shelters and populations separately and integrates the network analysis method
and high-resolution grid data of populations. Compared to the original 2SFCA method, the results
of improved 2SFCA method confirmed the following four points: (1) It is relatively reasonable to
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calculating the shelter accessibility in densely-populated urban areas based on the high-resolution
grid data of populations and computing the walking distance by the network analysis method;
(2) Considering the differences between shelter and population catchment sizes, the improved 2SFCA
method computes shelter catchment sizes based on shelter capacity and surrounding populations and
calculates population catchment sizes based on the walking distance to the second-nearest shelter,
which is more realistic and objective; (3) Because the shelter supply-demand ratio depends on shelter
catchment sizes, the improved 2SFCA method utilizes a more realistic method to compute the shelter
catchment sizes, meaning the supply-demand ratios of shelters in the proposed method are also more
realistic and accurate; (4) The shelter accessibility results in the improved 2SFCA method are more
discrete and realistic than those calculated by the original 2SFCA method, indicating that the proposed
method can better separate and distinguish data. In conclusion, the improved 2SFCA method can
address the limitations of the population data and travel cost measurements. More importantly,
it overcomes the issue of ignoring the differences between shelter and population catchment sizes.
The accessibility results in the improved 2SFCA method revealed that emergency shelters in the
suburbs of Changchun cannot fully satisfy the demands of the current evacuee population. Therefore,
it is worthwhile to evaluate the shelter accessibility in densely-populated urban areas utilizing the
improved 2SFCA method, which can identify whether or not the spatial distribution of its shelters is
balanced and reasonable and provide advice regarding the planning and management of emergency
shelters in the future.
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